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Abstract

We cast the query by example spoken term detection (QbE-STD) problem as subspace detection where query and background subspaces are modeled as union of low-dimensional subspaces. The speech exemplars used for subspace modeling are class-conditional posterior probabilities estimated using deep neural network (DNN). The query and background training exemplars are exploited to model the underlying low-dimensional subspaces through dictionary learning for sparse representation. Given the dictionaries characterizing the query and background subspaces, QbE-STD is performed based on the ratio of the two corresponding sparse representation reconstructions. The proposed subspace detection method can be formulated as the generalized likelihood ratio test for composite hypothesis testing. The experimental evaluation demonstrate that the proposed method is able to detect the query given a single example and performs significantly better than a highly competitive QbE-STD baseline system based on dynamic time warping (DTW) for exemplar matching.

Index Terms: Deep neural network posterior probabilities, Subspace detection, Dictionary learning, Sparse representation.

1. Introduction

Query-by-example spoken term detection (QbE-STD) refers to the task of finding a spoken query within spoken audio. It enables voice search in the context of multi-lingual unconstrained audio data which can also be used for content indexing and retrieval applications.

1.1. Prior Works

A traditional QbE-STD approach is to convert spoken audio into a sequence of symbols and then perform text based search. In [1, 2, 3], the audio is first converted into a sequence of symbols using automatic speech recognition (ASR) and then lattice based search techniques are applied to detect the symbolic representation of the query. These techniques typically require large amount of transcribed data to train statistical acoustic model and language model for the underlying speech recognition system.

To apply the QbE-STD system on raw data available on the web, it is important to process the data without any requirement for transcription. Hence, recent advances in QbE-STD are largely dominated by the exemplar matching techniques for its superior performance to the statistical methods in low-resource conditions [4, 5]. This approach is conducted in two steps. First, the query and test utterances are represented in terms of features or exemplars. The query and the test exemplars are then aligned using dynamic time warping (DTW) [6] or one of its variations [7, 5]. The similarity of the query and test exemplars obtained from DTW is compared with a pre-defined threshold to find out possible regions of query occurrences. Both spectral and class-conditional posterior probabilities [8] are used as speech exemplars. Although this approach requires a few query examples, it is sensitive to speaker and acoustic mismatch conditions. To overcome these limitations, model based approaches have been investigated [9]. In [10], new acoustic units are discovered and modeled using hidden Markov models (HMM) in an unsupervised manner. These units are then used to model the query for model-based query detection.

1.2. Our Contributions

We propose to cast the query detection problem as subspace detection where query and background subspaces are modeled through dictionary learning for sparse representation. This idea is motivated by the success of exemplar-based sparse representation in classification and detection tasks [11, 12]. In the context of speech processing, it has been widely studied for robust speech recognition [13, 14, 15]. We aim to study this approach for QbE-STD application. In contrast to the earlier work on exemplar-based sparse representation where spectral features are used as exemplars, we use DNN posterior probabilities as speech exemplars.

In our preliminary development of posterior sparse representation for keyword detection, we assumed that background speech consists of in-vocabulary words [16]. Hence, the background subspace was modeled as a union of low-dimensional word subspaces using dictionary learning with word exemplars. This framework was not applicable to QbE-STD task where the background speech consists of out-of-vocabulary words. In this paper, we extend our initial framework in several directions. Instead of word based dictionaries, we use phone based dictionaries to model the background speech. Since the background and query may have shared phonetic components, a large temporal context is exploited through appending adjacent posterior vectors to form contextually rich exemplars for dictionary learning. We also show that sparse subspace detection technique is applicable to a scenario when very limited number of examples are provided to model the query dictionary. We present experimental evaluation of the proposed method based on AMI meeting corpus [17]. The sparse subspace detection is shown to be equivalent to the generalized likelihood ratio test for composite hypothesis testing where the posterior exemplars admit sparse representation in an over-complete dictionary and the residual error is assumed to have Gaussian distribution.

In the rest of the paper, subspace modeling and detection of query and background posteriors are described in Sections 2 and 3 respectively. Experimental results are presented in Section 4 and the conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
2. Subspace Modeling

In this section, we elaborate on the procedure to characterize the space of query and background posterior exemplars as union of low-dimensional subspaces.

2.1. Union of Low-dimensional Subspaces

When speech is represented in terms of posterior probabilities, the subspace corresponding to each sub-word class is a low-dimensional space [18, 19]. Accordingly, a speech utterance comprised of sub-word classes, can be modeled as a union of low-dimensional subspaces. To state it more precisely, let $Q$ and $B$ denote the query and background spaces respectively such that

$$ Q = \bigcup_{i=1}^{m} Q_i, \quad B = \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} B_i $$

(1)

where $\{Q_i\}_{i=1}^{m}$ and $\{B_i\}_{i=1}^{n}$ are the corresponding constituent subspaces, and $m$ and $n$ denote the number of composing sub-word classes respectively.

Any data point in union of low-dimensional subspaces can be efficiently reconstructed by a sparse combination of other points in that space, a property referred to as self-representability [20]. To alleviate the need of all training data, dictionary learning for sparse representation provides an effective way of extracting an over-complete basis set to model the underlying subspaces. This approach reduces the computational cost and improves the accuracy of sparse modeling [21].

Given the dictionary for characterizing the underlying subspaces, the independent subspaces are guaranteed to be identified correctly using sparse representation [20]. In the following Section 2.2, we explain how the query and background subspaces can be modeled using dictionary learning for sparse representation.

2.2. Query and Background Dictionaries

Dictionary learning refers to the task of learning an over-complete set of vectors from the training exemplars such that each training exemplar can be reconstructed as a sparse linear combination of the dictionary vectors (atoms).

Denoting a training set of $T$ training exemplars with $Y = \{y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_T\}$, and their sparse representations using dictionary $D \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times M}$ with $A = \{\alpha_1, \alpha_2, \ldots, \alpha_T\}$, where $K$ is the dimension of exemplar vectors, and $M$ is the number of dictionary atoms, the objective function for dictionary learning is defined as

$$\text{arg min}_{D,A} \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} \left( \frac{1}{2} \| y_t - D \alpha_t \|_2^2 + \lambda \| \alpha_t \|_1 \right)$$

(2)

where $\lambda$ is the regularization parameter. The first term in this expression, quantifies the reconstruction error. The second term denotes the $\ell_1$-norm of $\alpha_t$ defined as $\| \alpha_t \|_1 = \sum_1^T |\alpha_i|$ which quantifies the sparsity of $\alpha_t$. The joint optimization of this objective function with respect to both $D$ and $\alpha_t$ simultaneously is non-convex, it can be solved as a convex objective by optimizing for one while keeping the other fixed [22].

In this work, we consider the fast online algorithm proposed by Mairal et al. [22] for its good performance in posterior based subspace modeling [21]. This algorithm is based on stochastic gradient descent optimization. It basically alternates between a step of sparse representation for the current training feature $y_t$ and then optimizes the previous estimate of dictionary $D^{(t-1)}$ to determine the new estimate $D^{(t)}$ using stochastic gradient descent. The algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.

We learn different dictionaries to model the query and background subspaces:

1. The query dictionary denoted by $D_Q$.
2. The background dictionary denoted by $D_B$.

The query dictionary is learned from the available query examples. The background dictionary must represent any speech other than the query. However, the absence of lexical information corresponding to the query prevents us from constructing a very discriminative background dictionary. Hence, we propose to design a universal background dictionary for all potential queries. Such a background dictionary includes the set of all phone-specific dictionaries as $D_B = \{D_1, \ldots, D_P\}$ where $P$ indicates the number of phones. The phone-specific dictionaries can be learned from a well-resourced speech database.

The query and background dictionaries represent some shared phonetic components which makes classification a difficult task. The primary discriminating property between the two classes is the temporal information underlying the query exemplars which is modeled in the query dictionary. On the other hand, there is no such structure present in the background dictionary due to modeling the separate phone-based dictionaries.

To exploit the temporal structure, a sequence of $c$ posterior exemplars is concatenated as $y_t = [y_{t-c}, \ldots, y_t \ldots y_{t+c}]^\top$, and form a contextually rich exemplar for dictionary learning and sparse representation. This mechanism is referred to as context appending which is a typical approach to incorporate the dynamics of the exemplars [14, 21].

3. Subspace Detection

Once the query and background subspaces are modeled, the QBE-STD problem is cast as subspace detection where the reconstruction errors of the respective sparse representations are used to detect the underlying subspace.

3.1. Detection via Sparse Reconstruction Errors

Given a test posterior exemplar $z_t$ and the query and background dictionaries $D_Q$ and $D_B$, the test exemplar can be represented as a sparse linear combination of dictionary atoms characterizing the query or background subspaces. Given the over-complete dictionaries, the query and background sparse representations of a posterior exemplar $z_t$ is obtained through the following optimization problems:

$$\alpha_t^Q = \text{arg min}_\alpha \left\{ \frac{1}{2} \| z_t - D_Q \alpha_t \|_2^2 + \lambda \| \alpha_t \|_1 \right\}$$

(3)

$$\alpha_t^B = \text{arg min}_\alpha \left\{ \frac{1}{2} \| z_t - D_B \alpha_t \|_2^2 + \lambda \| \alpha_t \|_1 \right\}$$

(4)
The coefficients of the sparse representation of $z_t$ over the query and background dictionaries are denoted by $\alpha_t^Q$ and $\alpha_t^B$ respectively. The reconstructed vectors using the corresponding sparse representations will be,

$$\hat{z}_t^Q = D_Q \alpha_t^Q, \quad \hat{z}_t^B = D_B \alpha_t^B$$

The subspace which can best represent a test vector $z_t$ corresponds to the least reconstruction error. Hence, we use the Euclidean-norm based reconstruction error to perform binary classification [11]. The reconstruction errors are calculated as follows

$$e^Q(z_t) = \|z_t - \hat{z}_t^Q\|_2 = \|z_t - D_Q \alpha_t^Q\|_2$$

$$e^B(z_t) = \|z_t - \hat{z}_t^B\|_2 = \|z_t - D_B \alpha_t^B\|_2$$

The errors are then used to take a frame-level decision by calculating their difference as

$$\Delta(z_t) = e^B(z_t) - e^Q(z_t)$$

which is compared with a pre-defined threshold $\delta$.

If $\Delta(z_t) > \delta$, $z_t$ is labeled as a query-frame, otherwise $z_t$ is labeled as a background-frame. The frame-level decisions are then accumulated to form an utterance level decision and to detect whether the query occurs in the test utterance. This is achieved by counting the continuous number of frames detected as the query. It provides us with the hypothesized length of the query in a test utterance [23]. Figure 1 depicts this procedure to obtain the hypothesized length. This length is compared with a pre-calculated threshold to take the final decision.

Although the frame-level processing is not able to exploit the temporal information inherent in speech, this information is captured through context appending as discussed in Section 2.2 to obtain the frame-level decisions. In spite of being simple (and disregarding temporal information), this decoding procedure has been found advantageous to the Viterbi algorithm in the framework of hidden Markov model (HMM) for keyword detection task [23]. We will see in Section 4.4 that this decision making approach is indeed effective, and outperforms a highly competitive baseline system in QbE-STD evaluation [4, 5].

### 3.2. Relation to Generalized Likelihood Ratio Test

The proposed approach is closely related to the generalized likelihood ratio test for composite hypothesis testing. We assume that each test exemplar is modeled as $z_t = D \alpha_t + n_t$ where $D$ is an over-complete dictionary and $\alpha_t$ is a sparse latent variable with Laplace prior distribution

$$p(\alpha_t) \sim \left(\frac{\lambda}{2}\right)^M \exp(-\lambda\|\alpha_t\|_1).$$

with a parameter $\lambda > 0$. We assume the model mismatch $n_t$ to be an independent Gaussian noise distributed as $N(0, \sigma^2 I)$. Hence, the distribution of a test exemplar $z_t$ given the latent variable $\alpha_t$ is given by

$$p(z_t|\alpha_t = \alpha; D) \sim N(D \alpha_t, \sigma^2 I)$$

For each test posterior, we define the composite hypothesis testing problem as

$$H_0 : z_t = D_Q \alpha_t + n_t$$

$$H_1 : z_t = D_B \alpha_t + n_t$$

The maximum likelihood estimate of $\alpha_t$ is obtained as

$$\hat{\alpha}_t = \arg \max_{\alpha} p(\alpha|z_t; D) = \arg \max_{\alpha} p(z_t|\alpha; D)p(\alpha)$$

Substituting (8) and (9), the maximum likelihood estimate of $\alpha_t$ amounts to (3) and (4) if $D$ is chosen as either the query $D_Q$ or background $D_B$ dictionary. Hence, the generalized likelihood ratio test becomes

$$\frac{p(z_t|\alpha_t^Q; H_0)}{p(z_t|\alpha_t^B; H_1)} = \frac{\|z_t - D_Q \alpha_t^Q\|_2^{-\delta}}{\|z_t - D_B \alpha_t^B\|_2^{-\delta}}$$

which leads to a solution equivalent to (7).

### 4. Experimental Analysis

The experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed subspace detection method in challenging scenarios when very few or just one query example is provided for QbE-STD, and the query and background are conversational spontaneous speech with competitive speakers.

#### 4.1. Data

The AMI meeting corpus [17] is used for the experiments where the training, development and evaluation sets are as [24]. That gives us about 81 hours for DNN training and about 9 hours for each of the development and evaluation data. Although, the meeting language was English, many participants were non-native speakers. Also, the headset recordings contain considerable amount of overlapping speech (competing speakers). There are approximately 12k words in the training, out of which 50 most frequent words are used for our detection experiments including very short words such as “my” to long words such as “television”. The evaluation set is used for QbE-STD evaluation.

We have used Kaldi toolkit [25] to train a DNN for estimation of mono-phone posterior probabilities. The CMU pronunciation dictionary¹ is used for lexical modeling, which consist of 39 non-silence phones. Additionally, 4 phones are considered for silence. Hence, the phone posterior features are 43 dimensional. The query examples are chosen randomly from the training set to model the query. The same set of examples is used to evaluate the baseline and the proposed system.

#### 4.2. Baseline System

The DTW based QbE-STD system presented in [5] is used as a highly competitive baseline system [4]. This method applies DTW matching of reference query with the test utterance in a recursive manner. In the first pass, the system hypothesizes a detected region with corresponding score. Then, the system searches again in the non-hypothesized region given the following three conditions are satisfied: (1) the score of the current hypothesis is greater than a given threshold $s$, (2) the non-hypothesized speech segment has long enough duration (half

¹http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict
the query length) and (3) the number of detections (already hypothesized + currently computed) is less than a given threshold $N$. For our experiments, $N = 7$ is optimized over the development set. If more than one example of the same query is given, we have used DTW matching to map the frames and averaged the matched frames to generate an average reference query [5, 26].

4.3. Subspace Modeling and Detection

The first step is to construct the dictionaries for query and background classes. The query dictionaries are learned from the given examples of the query. The background dictionary includes all phone-specific dictionaries. The phone dictionaries can be learned from the same data used to train the DNN for feature extraction. We have used phone data from the training set to learn the corresponding phone dictionaries.

We use the query and background phone dictionaries independently as (3) and (4) for sparse representation of a test frame. There are different reconstruction errors corresponding to the different phone dictionaries, and the average error is used as the background score.

Alternative to the average reconstruction error of the background phone dictionaries, the minimum of them can also be used as the background score [16, 27]. However, we found that the average score yields better detection performance. We speculate that the reason is due to the difficulty in dictionary learning using a few random examples of the AMI corpus. Since this corpus has many occurrences of distorted speech due to non-native speaking and competing talkers which are represented in the query dictionary, the reconstruction error is not a score competitive to the well-trained background dictionaries. Hence, the average background score is a more conservative choice that leads to higher detection rate without increasing the probability of false alarm.

The difference of query and background reconstruction errors or $\Delta(\mathbf{z}_i)$ in (7) is used to take frame-level binary decision. The frame-level decisions are then pooled to estimate the length of a hypothesized query. Final decision is made by comparing the hypothesized length to the average query length (c.f. Figure 1).

4.4. QbE-STD Performance

The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves are computed by varying the thresholds $\delta$ and $s$ in predefined ranges for sparse subspace detection and DTW based systems. For both systems, the average query length is used as the minimum hypothesized length. The results are averaged over all words used as the query to obtain the final ROC as illustrated in Figure 2.

We consider two cases where only a single query example and 10 examples are provided. In the case of single query example, the query dictionary $D_Q$ consists of the only query example. In the case of 10 query examples, one of them is used for initializing the dictionary whereas the rest are used for learning the dictionary. The value of different parameters are optimized over the development set. Clearly, in both cases our proposed system performs significantly better than the baseline system.

Unfortunately the DTW baseline system, the sparse subspace detection does not show much improvement when 10 examples are provided. This observation is opposite to the results previously obtained on a clean (simple) database [27] where incorporating more examples of the query were found more effective for the sparse method compared to the baseline DTW system.

This issue can be attributed to the large variability and overlap present in the utterances of AMI corpus. When the query examples are noisy, the effect of noise is averaged out through the query averaging for DTW whereas the noisy examples are represented in the dictionary learning. On the contrary, when the query examples are clean, dictionary learning is more effective to characterize the variability present in the data than the simple averaging method.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

We proposed a novel QbE-STD method based on sparse reconstruction for classification. In contrast to the state of the art template matching methods, we cast the problem as subspace detection where the query and background subspaces are modeled through dictionary learning. Sparse representation of every frame of test posterior exemplars using the dictionaries characterizing the space of query and background enables discrimination of the underlying subspaces, and frame-level classification is achieved based on sparse reconstruction errors. Query decision is then simply performed by accumulating frame-level decisions (frames belonging to the query) over the hypothesized template, which results in a simple decoding process without any HMM. In spite of this simplicity (and potential for improvements), the proposed approach outperforms one of the best DTW baseline systems, demonstrating the great potential of our sparse subspace detection method.

We plan to learn the universal phone dictionaries to evaluate the system on multilingual QbE-STD tasks for international benchmarking [28]. To that end, discriminative dictionary learning techniques can be considered to reduce the ambiguities of the shared phonetic subspaces. We will also study integration of the phone posterior exemplars with sub-phonetic features, such as phonological posteriors, to address the adverse acoustic variability of multilingual non-native speech. Furthermore, we plan to devise alternative decision making procedure to exploit the temporal dependency of adjacent frames.
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